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BEPORE ~HE PUBLIC U~ILITIES COMMISSION OF ~HE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's ) 
own motion into the operation~, ' 
rates and practices of Frank F. ) 
C~~cilla, Jr., dba Frank Cancilla ) 
Trucking, and Potlatch corporation'j 
a Maryland corporation. 

OIr 82-08-03 
(Fi::.ed Auguzt 18, 1982) 

Frank Cancilla, Jr., for himself, 
respondent. 

Rnlnh M. D~vi~son, Attorney at Law, for 
~otla'1ic:n-:-Corporation, respondent. 

Javier Plasencia, Attorney at L~w, for the 
Commission staff. 

o PIN ION 
~ ....... ..----

This is an inve3tigation on the Commission's own motion 
in'1io the highway carrier operations, rate~, and practices of Frank 
P. Cancilla, Jr. (Cancilla), dba Frank Cancilla Trucking, and into 
Potlatch Corporation (Potlatch) pertaining to 12 specified shipments 
transported by Cancilla for Potlatch during 1981. The Order 
Inztituting Investigation (OII) requires a determination ~f the 
following: 

"1. i'lliether respondent, Fra.nk Cancilla 
Trucking, hao violated Section 494 of -ehe 
Public Utilities Code by failing to azsesc 
and collect from respondent Potlatch 
Corp. the applicable rates and charges set 
forth in Transition Tariff 2. 

"2. vfn.ether respondent Potlatch Corp. has paid 
Prank Cancilla Trucking less than the 
applic~ble rates and charees. 
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"3. Whether, in the event sums less than said 
applicable rates and charges a.re f'ound to 
have been charged, collected, or received, 
a fine in the ampunt of' such undercharges 
should be imposed upon respondent Frank 
Cancilla Trucking pursuant to Section 2100 
of' the Public Utilities Code. 

"4. Whether respondent Frank Cancilla Trucking 
should be ordered to collect from 
respondent Potlatc~ Corp. the difference 
between the charges actually received and 
the applicable ra.tes and charges. 

"5. Whether any or all of res~ondent Frank 
Cancilla ~rucking's operating authority 
should be canceled, revoked, or suspended, 
or in the alternative, whether a fine 
should be imposed pursuant to Section 1070 
of the Public Utilities Code. 

"6. Whether respondent 'Frank Cancilla ~rucking 
should be ordered to cease and desist from 
any unlawful operations or practices. 

"7. Whether any otcer order or orders that may 
be appropriate should be en~cted in the 
lawful exercise of the Com~1ssion's 
jurisdiction." 

A hearing was held in San Francisco on October 7, 1982, 
before Administrative Law Judge Pilline. 
History of the Proceeding 

In September 1981, a staff' member of' the Commission's 
Transportation Division in a. routine audit of Cancilla's shipping 
records found 12 shipments Cancilla handled for Potlatch which 
appeared to have been incorrectly rated. The staff member sent 
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copies of the shipping documents pertaining to the 12 shipments 
(Exhibit 1) to a Commission transportation analyst who concluded that 
the shipments had been underrated (Exhibit 4). Based on this 
concluSion, the Commission issued Cancilla an undercharge citation 
for $;,804.92 covering the 12 shipments. A Commission staff (staff) 
member personally served the citation on Cancilla on or about JanuaT,y 
26, 1?82 (Exhibit 2). The citation re~uired Cancilla to respond to 
it, but Cancilla did not respond, even though the staff sent letters 
to him on March 19, 1981 and June 2, 1QS1 reminding him of his 
failure to respond and warning him that a formal proceeding could be 
instituted against him if he continued to fail to respond to the 
citation (Exhibit 2). 
Ca.rrier P:-of11e 

Cancilla was issued a highway contract carrier permit in 
1949 and an agricultural carrier permit in 1979. On April 30, 1980 
he was issued a highway common carrier certificate under the 
conversion privileges of PubliC Utilities (PU) Code § 106;.5. Also, 
on April 30, 1980 he adopted, as his highway common carrier tariff, 
Commission Minimum Rate Tariff (MRT) 2,1 Exception Ratings ~aritf 
(ERT) 1, and Distance Table (DT) 8 (Exhibit 5·). CanCilla employs 
four drivers, operates five tractors and eight trailers, and tor the 
calendar year 1981 had gross operating revenues of $459,000. In 1976 
CanCilla was Cited by the Commission for undercharging ~nd tor 
failing to timely collect freight charges. He responded to the 
citations by paying fines, respectively, of $2,227.46 and $250 
(Exhibit 6). The record does not re'Teal which shipper was involved 
in the undercharge cit~tion. 

e: 1 Renamed Transition Tariff (~T) 2. 
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Cancilla's Alleged Violations 
The staff introduced evidence (Exhibit 1) showing that 

C~ncilla transported 12 truckload shipments in his highway common 
carrier operations between May 4, 1981 and June 9, 1ge1 for Potlatch 
~rom its Pomona plant to Berkeley Farms in Emeryville. Each shipment 
conSisted of "cases, boxes fibreboard other than corrugated, K.D. 
flat" (new milk cartons). Each shipcent was assessed a flat rate of 
~545 and each charge was paid by Potlatch. There was a note on each 
of the freight bills or bills of lading covering the 12 shipments 
tha~ the shipments were being rated under Item 721.5, but the 
documents did not name the tariff in which the item was to be found. 
MRT 2 and ~T 2 do not contain an Item 721.5. Neither do those 
tari~~s contain a commodity rate covering new milk cartons nor a 
class rnte producing a charge of $545 for new milk cartons. 

The staff contends the shipments should have been rated in 
accordance with TT 2, Item 508 (or Item 508.2 depending on the weight 
of the shipl'!lent) based on the Class ~5 rating in Item 29940, Nationa.l 
Motor Freight Classification 100, then in effect, plus a surcharge 
from Supplement 154 and 139 to TT 2 (Exhibit 4). Shipments moving 
under the Item 508 rate in TT 2 wo~ld result in a charge between 
$~38.77 and 5962.84 depending on the weight of the shipment. Total 
undercharges for all 12 shipments, as calculated by the staff, are 
S;,804.92 (Exhibit 4). 

The staff recommends +'hat Cancilla be ordered to collect 
the $3,804.92 undercharges from Potlatch and that CanCilla be fined 
in that amount. Tr.c otaff also recommends that a punitive fine of 
$1 ,000 be levied on Cancilla and that he be ordered to cease and 
desist from violating applicable tariff rates and rules. 
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The staff witness was asked why the rates in TT 2, Item 
898, Volume Incentive Service (Exhibit 8), were not used in 
calculating the undercharges •. The use of those rates, which are less 
than the rate in Item 508, would reduce the amount of undercharges. 
The staff witness pointed out that Item 898 req1lired the shipper to 
annotate the bill of lading before Item 898 rates could apply. Since 
none of the bills of lading covering the subject shipments were 
annotated as required by that item, the rates in that item could not 
apply to any of the shipments. Item 898 requires the bill of lading 
to be annotated with the words "FREIGHT NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED-
VOtt~E INCENTIVE SERVICE". It also requires the shipment be released 
to one-half actual value, or 50 cents per pound per article, 
whichever is less. Neither annotation appeared on the bills of 
lading. 
Cancilla's Position 

Cancilla testified that he had always charged Potlatch the 
Item 898 rate for the move from Pomona to Emeryville unti~ one day, 
before the 12 subject shipments moved, Potlatch told him that the 
rate for the move was a flat $545 per truckload shipment. He then 
charged Potlatch the $545 flat rate until he determined the $545 rate 
was noncompensatory and he quit engaging in the moves. Cancilla 
neither confirmed nor denied that the $545 rate was the applicable 
rate but deferred to Potlatch's statement to him that it was the 
correct rate. He did not point to an~r item or items in TT 2 which 
would permit him to assess the charge of $545 for any of the 12 
shipments. He contended, however, that if he was found to have 
undercharged Potlatch, the amount of the undercharges should be 
measured using the Item 898 rate rather than the Item 508 rate 
(thereby decreasing the undercharges) since he had always charged 
Potlatch the Item 898 rate before he started charging the $545 rate. 
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Potlatch's Position 
The Potlatch witness, who was employed at its Pomona plant, 

testified that his company had. been using Cancilla.'s trucking 
services for approximately nine years. Until the shipment of May 4, 
1981, Cancilla had been. charging Potlatch the Item 898 rate on the 
Pomona-to-Emeryvil1e traffic. The witness produced copies of 
Cancilla's bills of lading and freight bills (Exhibit 9) covering 
this traffic which moved prior to May 4, 1981 and were dated as far 
back as July 1980. Xhese shipping documents showed that the Item 898 
rate had been charged and that they were annotated as required by 
that item. The witness stated that some time before May 4, 1981, he 
was approached by two carriers soliciting the Pomona-to-Emeryville 
traffic and that they stated that they were members of West Coast 
Motor Tariff :Bureau ('';CMT:B) and that its rate covering the s,ubject 
traffic as published in the WCMTB tariff2 in Item 721.5 was ~1.09 
per hundred pounds, minimum weight 50,000 pounds (equals $545 per 
shipment). The witness stated that this $545 rate was brought to 
Cancilla's attention in hope that Cancilla. would consider taking 
steps to meet the' rate. 

Subsequently, Cancilla started charging Potlatch S545 per 
ship~ent for moving the Pomona-to-Emeryville traffic, and Potlateh, 
assuming that Cancilla decided to meet the rate and had taken the 
necessary step3 to make the rate legally effective, paid the $545 
billings. Potlatch did not know that it was improper for Cancilla to 
charge the $545 rate, had no inkling that it was an improper rate, 
and since Potlatch has no traffic department in California had no 
technica.l traffic people to readily ascertain the propriety of the 

2 Xhe Commission's records show that at all times pertinent, 
Cancilla was not a member of WCMTB. 
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rate. The witness stated that Potlatch relied on Cancilla, as a 
trucker who should know his own legal rates, for charging Potlatch 
the proper rate. Potlatch con:tends it would be' highly inequitable if 
the Commission should order Cancilla, the trucker who got it into 
this situation, to attempt to collect the alleged undercharges from 
Potlatch. Potlatch requests, in effect, that we leave the parties 
where they are. 
Discussion 

PU Code ~ 494, in part, provides: 
"494. No common carr::'er shall charge, demand, 
collect, or receive a different compensation 
for the tran$~ortation of persons or property, 
or for any service in connection therewith, 
than the applicable rate, fares, and charges 
specified in its schedules filed and in effect 
at the time ••• " 
It is eVident that Cancilla, in receiving $545 tor ea.ch of 

the 12 Pomona-to-Emer,rville shipments, received compensation for 
those shipments different from the applicable rates and cha.rges 
specified in his tariff in effect at the time of each shipment. The 
applicable tariff rates would have produced a charge per shipment of 
between $838.77 and $962.34, whereas CanCilla charged and received 
S545 per shipment and thereby Violated PU Code § 494. The fact that 
some other carrier may have a published rate of $545 per shipment of 
the involved commodity is no defense for the failure of Cancilla to 
follow his own tariff. The Commission has made it relatively easy 
for a carrier to "me too" a rate found in another carrier's tariff 
(see Commission Ceneral Order 147, Rule 9A1(a»). The carrier must 
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first publish the "'me too" rate in its tariff before it can legally 
charge that rate. Otherwise, PU Code § 494 is not satisfied. 
Cancilla did not adopt the $545. rate in his tariff, and hence, could 
not lawfully charge that rate. 

The staff correctly used Items 508 and 508.2 of TT 2 
rather than Item 898 in calculating the undercharges. The former 
items a:-e cl~.ss :-ates while Item 898 is only applicable, as here 
pe:-tinent, when the shipper annotates the bill of lading with the 
words "FREIGHT NOT OTHERvTISE SPECIFIED-VOLUME INCENTIVE SERVICE". 
Paragraph A4 of Item 898 provides that by making such annotation the 
shipper agrees to all the requirements of tha.t item, among which is 
the requirement that the shipment be released in value. No such 
annotation was placed on any of the bills of lading covering the 12 
shipments. The bills of lading contained no annotation that the 
shipments were released at one-half their actual value or 50 cents 
per pound per article, whichever is less. Since the shipments moved 
without the annotation and released value, Item 898 has no 
application to the shipments. Items 508 and 508.2 app,ly. 

We are unable to accede to Potlatch's request that we not 
order Cancilla to collect the alleged undercharges. PU Code § 2100 
requires us to order the collection of undercharges where, after 
hearing, we find that a carrier has undercharged a shipper. That 
section reads, in part, as follows: 

"2100. Whenever the commission, after a 
hearing, finds that any common carrier ••• has 
charged, collected, or received, a lesser 
compensation for the transportation 
of ••. property ••. than the applicable rates, 
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fares, and charges, z~ecified in its tariff 
schedules filed and in effect at the 
time ...... tha: commission shs.ll :-equire the 
carrier to collect the undercharges 
involved .... " 

That section admits to no equitable defense where ulldercharges arc 
involved.. G:-anting Potlatch's request would, in ef'j~ect, be granting 
repara.tion to Potlatch. Repa.ration c~.n only be gra.nted where the 
applicable rate is found to oe unreasonable, excessive, or 
discriminatory CPU Code § 7,4) and no alleg~tion3 or proof ha.V0 bo~n 
suomitted to that effect.. As a matter of fact, Cancilla testified 
that the $545 rate was noncompensatory .. 

:Ba.sed on our staff audit, we will order C2~ncil1a to collect 
the undercharges .. 
Findings of Pact 

1. Cancilla op~:"ates as a highway contn~.c'1; cs.rrier, 
agricultu:al carrier, and highway common carrier. 

2.. On April 30, 1980 he adopted a,s his highw31 common carrier 
tariffs what a.re now known as TT 2, ERT 1 7 3.nd DT 8. 

,.. For the ca.lenda.r year 1981 he ha.d eross opera'ting reve%?ue 
of ~459,OOO .. 

4. Cancilla has hauled for Potlatch for approxima.tely nine 
years .. 

5. Between May 4, 1981 an.d June 9, 1981 CanCilla transported 
12 trucklon: shipments under his highway common carrier authority for 
Pot:L.o,tch froe its Pomona. plant to Berkeley Farllls in 'Emeryville tJ.S set 
o~~ in Exhibit 1 .. 

6. Cancilla charged and Potlatch paid $,45 to transport each 
of the 12 shipments .. 
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7. Each of the freight bills or bills of lading covering the 
12 shipments had noted on them that the shipments were being rated 
under Item 721.5 but did not ir+dicate in what tariff the item was to 
be found. 

8. 

9. 
involved 

10. 

TT 2 contains no Item 721.5. 
TT 2 contains no commodity rate covering the commodity 

in the 12 shipments. 
TT 2 co~tains no ~545 charge applicable to any of the 12 

shipments. 
11. There is a $545 charge covering the involved shipments in 

Ite~ 721.5 of the WCMTE tari~f. 
12. CanCilla is not a partiCipant in the WCMTB tariff nor a 

party to Item 721.5 of the WCMTE tariff. 
13. Each of the 12 shipments should hav~ been rated in 

accordance with TT 2, Item 508 (or Item 508.2 depending on the weight 
of each shipment) based on the Class 35 rating in Item 29940 of the 
National Motor Frei&~t Classification 100, plus surcharges from 
Supplements 154 and 139 of TT 2 as set out in Exhibit 4. 

14. Potlatch forfeited its right to have any of the 12 
I 

shipments rated in accordance with TT 2, Item 898 as Potlatch (a) did 
not annotate any of the bills of lading covering the shipments as 
required by such item and (b) did not release any shipment to one
half value, or 50 cents per pound per article, whichever is less, as 
required by the item. 

15. Exhibit 4 accurately sets forth the amount per shipment 
that Cancilla undercharged Potlatch. 

16. Total undercharges amount to $3,804.92. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. Cancilla violated PU Code § 494 by failing to assess and 
collect from Potlatch the a.pplicable rates and charges set forth in 
TT 2 to the extent of undercharging Potlatch $;,804.92. 
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2. C~eilla should be fined in the amount of $;,804.92 levied 
under PU Code ~ 2100. 

3. Cancilla should be oreered to collect from Potlatch the 
amount specified in Conclusion of Law 1. 

4. Cancilla should be fined $1,000 levied under PU Code ~ 1070. 
5. Cancilla should be ordered to cease and desist from any and 

all violations of the PU Code. 
Cancilla should prom~tly take all reasonable actions to 

collect the undercharges. It necessary, he should file timely 
complaints according to PU Code ~ 737 • The staff will investigate 
respondent's compliance. If it believes Cancilla or his attorney has 
not acted in good faith, the Commission will reopen this ~roceeding 
to determine whether to impose sanctions. 

o R D E R - tIIIIIIIIr _ .... _ . 
IT IS ORDERED that Frank Cancilla shall: 
1. Pay a fine of $;,804.92 to this CommiSSion 

under PU Code ~ 2100 on or before the 40th 
day after the e!fective date of this order. 

2. Pay 7% annual interest on the fine levied by 
Ordering Paragraph 1 beginning when the 
payment of the fine is delinquent. 

;. Pay a fine of $1 ,000 to this Commission under 
PU Code § 1070 on or before the 40th day 
after the effective date of this order. 

4. Take such action, as may be necessary to 
collect the undercharges set forth in Finding 
of Fact 16, including timely legal action 
under PU Code § 7;7. 

5. Notify the Commission in writing upon 
collection. 

6. Promptly take all reasonable steps to collect 
the undercharges. 
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other' 

" 

"';, ?i1~ · .... i ":h the CO::1missio~ on the first :1oneay 
o~ e~ch =o~~h ~ report c~ any undercharges 
r~=~i~in& unco:lcctec EO ~ays after the 
~~:~'~";i"'0 ca.? 0:· this o:d.e:. specifying the 
ac~iJ~ ~o co:~ect ~he~, and the result of 
3~Cr. ac~io~. until ~h~y have been collected 

c 
~ . 

i~ :u~:. 0: u~til ~urthe: order o~ the 
~~~~i3sion. ?ailure to file any such :onthly 
:-t?~',::~ \I.'ithin 4\ ~ ea:ts a:-ter c.'le date z!1~_ll 
~e~~:,,; in the ~uto::1atic sus~ension of the 
0?~~~~ing authority until ~he report is 
:-i:(~d. 

Xct cha~ge 0: c01:ect less than the rates set 
!cr~~ in Tranzition T~:i~f 2 wit~out having 
prior approval from the Co==ission. 
:e~:e ~nd de3ist ::0= any and all operations 
~nd p~~cticcs in viola~ion of the ?U COde. 

~he Ex~cu~iv~ Director shall h~ve this order personally 
~;on :espon~~nt Prank Can~il1a ~nd served by mail upon all 

,."',.. ..... 0 ... ".::. ..... ,.. 
- \.:,:., ~ .~ ..... - .1 .... .:..., .. 

JAN 12~:.::83'~ ____ •. ':1": Sa:'!. P ral"lcisco. Ca1i:-orl"li~. 
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LEONARD M. GRIMES, JR. 
President 

VICTOR CALVO 
PRISC!LLA C. GREW 
DONALD VIAL, 
Commissioners 
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EE'PORE THE Pu:BLIC UT.ILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation on the Commission's' ) 
own motion into the operations, ) 
rates and practices of Frank F. ) 
Cancilla, Jr., dba Frank Cancilla ) 
Trucking, and Potlatch Corporation,) 
a Maryland corporation. ) 

\ ) 

OIl 82-08-0:; 
(Filed August 18, 1982) 

Frank Cancilla, JS for himself, 
respondent. 

Ral~h M. Davisson, A ~orney at Law, for ~~~o~ 
otlatch Corporati 1'1, 1ft~Cle~ted paltT·I~'Y'~F 

Javier Plasencia, Atto ney at taw, for the 
Commission staff. 

This is an investigation on the CommiSSion's own motion 
into the highway carrier operations, r~es, and practices of Frank 
P. CanCilla, Jr. (Cancilla), dba Frank Cancilla Trucking, and into 

\ 
Potlatch Corporation (Potlatch) pertainin~.to 12 specified shipments 
transported by Cancilla for Potlatch during 1981. The Order 
Insti t,"ting Investigat:Lon (OIl) requires a determination of the 
following: 

"1. Whether respondent~ Frank Cancilla 
Trucking, has violated Section 494 of the 
Public Vtilities Code by failing to assess 
and collect from respondent Potlatch 
Corp. the applicable rates and charges set 
forth in ~ransition Tariff 2. 

"2. vThether respondent Potlatch Corp. has paid 
Frank Cancilla Trucking less than the 
applicable rates and charges. 
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fares, and charges, speeified in its tariff 
sChedules filed and in effect at the 
time ••• the commission shall require the 
carrier to collect the undercharges 
involved ••. " . 

That section admits to no equitable defense where undercharges are 
involved. Granting Potlatch's request would, in effect, be granting 
reparation to~otlateh. Reparation can only be granted where the 
applicable rat;~ found to be unreasonable, excessive, or 
discriminatory (Pu\fode § 734) and no allegations or proof have been 

submitted to that e~:ct. As a matter of f'C~~!~i~~ ~~~f~ 
that the 5545 rate wa~noncompensatory. J~QP~~, we wi~Jr~er--
CanCilla to collect the \undercharges. 
Findings of Fact ~ 

1. Cancilla operatei\as a highway contract carrier, 
agricultural carrier, and hi~way common carrier. 

2. On April 30, 1980 he'adopted as his highway common carrier 
tariffs what are now known as TT~ ERT 1, and DT 8. 

~ 3. For the calendar year 1~81\(e had gross operating revenue 
of $459,000. _"\ 

4. CanCilla has hauled for Potlatch for approximately nine 

\ years. 
5. Between May 4, 1981 and June 9, 19~1 Cancilla transported 

12 truckload shipments under his highway commo~ carrier authority for 
PotlatCh from its Pomona plant to :Berkeley Farms\i:l Emeryville as set 

~ 
$545 t~ansport each 

""··~I. 

out in Exhibit 1. 
6. Cancilla cha.rged and Potlatch paid 

of the 12 shipments. 
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